Memory Palace

Choreography: Jennifer Owen  Number of dancers: 7
Music: Helen Gillet, Brad Cox, Mark Southerland  Number of musicians: 3
Costume Design: Peregrine Honig, Lisa Choules  Run time: 60 minutes
Lighting Design: Rachael Shair

Premiere: June 28, 2014
Helen F. Spencer Theater, UMKC Performing Arts Center
Kansas City, MO

Celebrate the full-length work created with the dynamic force that is New Orleans cellist Helen Gillet. Memory Palace delves into the complex process of how memories are constructed, and what happens to people when memories begin to deteriorate.

“These skilled artists working together gave the audience keys to their own Memory Palace. It was an exploratory, sensory delight that is exemplary of the cutting edge of art: poignant, well-wrought, relatable, and mind-expanding.”

-James Henry, KCMetropolis

“I believe [Memory Palace] may be the most poetic and emotional work you have done. It arose from your memories (body and mind) and touched ours.”

-Jan Schall, The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art
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